






Causing a Commotion
The month of June is more than a third over as I write
this next to last section. With no job or school to
worry about it was quite easy to find the time to pound
out this issue during May and June. Any zine requires
many a day to put together and to you first timers, NO
it is not as easy as it may seem. The outcome of all
the work pays off when the final product is seen. I
was amazed at how well the last issue turned out and
hope the same for this issue.

This issue would not be what it is without the contri-
butions of: Todd Andrews, Adam Bregman, Mike Diana,
Jacob Feuerwerker, Ronald Edward Kittell, Lauren Redmond,
Wendy Roque, Dave Szurek, and my sister for the many
photo reductions done throughout the issue--hope you can
read small print. An unknown contributor is Bill Watter-
son who does the Calvin and Hobbes cartoon. The cartoons
that appear throughout this issue were precisely picked
by myself because his cartoons easily display my thoughts
about the unknown. Read them and you will get the idea.
Next in line to thank are all the people who contributed
to the friendship book I mailed out--muchos gracias.
Finally, I would like to thank all those I trade(d) and
those that request copies because without these people
this underground would be buried. [How about that pun.]

Then next subject at hand is the dedication of this
latest issue of Fathoms Below. This issue is thus de-
dicated to all those people in the back of the line who
never get a break, who have no such thing as luck and
who never seem to be happy. My advice to you is to live
for today and be happy--do the things you like now not
tomorrow! An excellent book everyone should read is
"Straight A's Never Made Anybody Rich" by Wess Roberts.
Next on the agenda is printing.

Sounds like an easy task huh. Well
I ended up checking with over 30
printing places to get a decent price
for offset printing. I got upset when
one place sent back a reply "Thank yoc
for your inquiry, however the publica-
tion you described is not something
that would be of interest to..."
And so the ball continues to bounce
but in what direction? Offset or
photocopying, that is the question.
Can you tell which I choose? 3



letters
It looked like it might turn out to be just silly
giggling stuff--but then some parts turned unexpec-
tedly philosophical. Stuff like "Our Numbered Days"
were what I liked best about FATHOMS BELOW. And
among the various possible titles you considered,
I would agree that FATHOMS BELOW was the best.

--Rick Howe (Crosscurrents/Comix Relay)

FATHOMS BELOW is one strange magazine, so I'm happy
to be a part of it. And as usual I love the 25 word
reviews. Keep it up. It's fun and you'll eventually
make the FBI files (if you haven't already). "The
Good, the Bad and the Ugly" was a highlight.

--John Benson
You did a very good job in all aspects of creating
the piece [FB#2]!  I am confused by your attitude
towards poetry being a degrading factor in a zine;
and if you think FATHOMS BELOW is "just another entry
to your 'Namefame' collection"--I think I can survive
without it.

--Paul Weinman (Whiteboy)
*I feel that allowing poetry to consume more and more
of the pages of FB would in fact make the zine less
pleasing by destroying the zines original intentions.
I never intended nor will allow this zine to become
more poetry oriented than a couple pages and that is
final. Sometimes, maybe it is better not to express
your true thoughts because not only may they be wrong
but the hurt it can cause others might come back to
haunt you. --DW* 

FATHOMS BELOW has a very strange feel to it--honest
and bizarre. It's like a diary, with all those little
images scattered throughout.

--John Porcellino (Cehsoikoe)
Esp liked "The Simple Old Man" and Quiz.

--Joe Workman (Funny Pages)
Thanks for sending me FATHOMS BELOW [#2].  I read it
cover to cover and enjoyed the majority of the con-
tents--especially the interview.

--Michelle Marr (Dark Tome)
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I liked the Calvin and Hobbs cartoon. It's all
so true. Your article, "Worry Not" may seem to
be a bit harsh but in reality it's the truth.
Anyways, I agree with what you had written, life
goes on. I was especially interested in readin 
Adam Bregman's "My Generation is so [Fucking] 
Cool." "Trial by Jury" was a cool article. I

liked reading your interview. Mike Diana's art was
weird as usual. That story "The Simple Old Man" was
great.  Dave Szurek always has interesting and insight-
ful things to say. I'd like to see more articles by Dave.
Looking forward to next issue.

--Joe 0. (Fans of Horror)
"The Vote No Campaign"--excellent idea! And why not?
"Trial by Jury"--enjoyable, fascinating reading. So!
You have a criminal record! Who bailed you out? Are
you on parole? Don't tell me--"Mike" is studying to be
a doctor. Am I right? FB#2 definitely, definitely does
look more professional than FB#1.

--Todd Andrews
*Mike is not a doctor and I've never been to jail for
commiting any crime. --DW* 

He he, a definately original magazine. I'll say that
much.

--C. Muns
Hi, thankx for your zine! Hey, don't you go to the
college where that murderer was killing girls [and one
guy] and everyone was packing up and going home? Just
wondering.

--Monica (Gothic)
*Why yes, and everyone on the outside still has the
nerve to call the University of Florida a party school.
Go figure that one out. --DW* 

Sounds interesting... Looking forward to [FB#2]. 
--Bill Kidder

*He isn't kidding, it is interesting. --DW* 

FATHOMS BELOW sounds pretty darned interesting to me!
--Craig Michaels (Bellywash)

*It is kind of sad because the ones who say
my zine is interesting before they get it
usually have no comment after they get it,
now isn't that interesting? --DW* 
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Thank you for sending me the FATHOMS BELOW. You did a
great job on the stories. I especially liked your poem
"Why is it this way?" How true, so true!

--Daniel Melton
Currently there are certain fanzine editors who complain
about limited response, but don't even bother to run
lettercols. Doesn't give much encouragement or incentive
does it? I don't know about you, Dan, but I, for one,
place far greater importance on text than graphics and
so far, it appears that the majority of my readers do
as well. FB#2 was another interesting issue. The let-
ter snippets were a bit overly  SVI
viated--not even a whole sentence. l&DA  1

I'm not offended, but I do feel you
cay, I_\&ChPlh

wasted a page and that the results
don't make much sense Sorry, but
I advocate exercise of voting rights.
I'd rather that future ONE ON ONES
concentrate on members of fandom, \'1,7  (
rather then on famous people. You ;
can tell [Adam Bregman] that he was

1

6.' -5
singled out for praise. I'm sure .- *
there are readers who'd like to see what

--Dave Szurek (Weird City)
*Dave is currently a regular contributer to FB for who
knows what reason, but I'm happy. He likes to write
massive letters and works. What do you think of this
lettercol Dave? I'm sorry you did not see the humor in
the last issues snippets. I, on the other hand, feel a
combination of text interwoven with graphics provides
the best reading enjoyment. Exercise your voting rights
and vote NO to BUSH in '92.
fied Dave. --DW* 

Nowadays it seems that zines
like opinions, everybody has
Speaking of opinions here is
about your zine [FB#1]. In
I liked it and found it inte
read. The layout was really

OK? Sa

are
one.
mine

general
resting
good.

--Dave White
Thanks for sending FB#2 I enjoyed it and it smelled good,
sorta like a man's cologne.

--Wendy Roque
*Did anyone else notice that I scented the last zine with
Fathoms cologne? --DW* 6







friendship book
Instead of  making a  Few copies  and sending

my  f r i endsh ip  book  to  those  who  con t r i bu ted  I
f i g u r e d  I  w o u l d  i n c l u d e  i t  w i t h  t h i s  i s s u e  o f
FATHOMS BELOW for others to see. On December
12 ,  1990  I  c rea ted  the  f r i endsh ip  book ,  and
s e n t  i t  t o  J o h n  P o r c e l l i n o .  By  s tanda rd  de -
duc t ions  I  assumed  the  book  went  i n  the  f o l -
l o w i n g  d i r e c t i o n :  m e - J o h n  P o r c e l l i n o - K a t h r y n
Seckman-Oberc-Paul  Weinman-Cynde Moya-Sparta -
cus -D .M . -Todd  Andrews -TAP - then  back  to  me .
I t  seems  be tween  K .A .  Seckman,  Obe rc ,  and  Pau l
Weinman two months passed. Someones  a  r e a l
s l a c k e r  o u t  t h e r e ,  wonder who?

I  expected the book to  reach more people
than  i t  d i d  and  a l so  to  no t  depend  so m u c h  o n
t h e  a d d r e s s  I  s u p p l i e d .  The  o r i g i na l  book  was
12 s t a n d a r d  p a g e s - - a l l  f i l l e d .  I  d e c i d e d  t o
type  mos t  o f  i t  t o  condense  i t  so  p lease  excuse
m e  i f  I  b u t c h e r e d  y o u r  p i e c e - - i t  w a s  u n a v o i d -
a b l e .  S o  t h i s  m y  f r i e n d s  i s  a  f r i e n d s h i p  b o o k
w i t h a  l i t t l e  l e s s  c o l o r  a n d  a  l i t t l e  m o r e
l e g i b i l i t y .  I t  consumes  the  nex t  seve ra l  pages .

I try to take it one
day at a

time...every day
I’m grateful that I
have another day

Y to live. -

3 * 4\\U\
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ZINE REVIEWS

With another Fathom Below comes another ZINE review but...review'but...    
I received over 45 zines since the last issue of FB and
realized it would be futile to review them all, anyways
that is why there is FACTSHEET FIVE. Actually I don't
have the space nor words to give that many reviews so
I will give a review of a few (10-13) and list the rest.
If you would like to know the address of anyone listed
(where not stated) drop me a line and I will supply it.
My apologizes to the Zine editors who's addresses are not
listed. The zines listed are varied and do not necessarily
repesent the "best" of the ones gotten.

BABY SUE (P.O. Box 1111, Decantur, GA 30031-1111)$1.50
Larger press run than FF, very TRAGIC humor here,so

sick many times it is not funny. (20-Digest)
BELLYWASH #l (Craig Michaels, P.O. Box 151481, Altamonte
Springs,FL 32715)$1.50

Nice layout on Macintosh, interesting stuff abound.(l8)
FANS OF HORROR #lO (Joe Olszewski, 2802 Shelly Road, Phila-
delphia, PA 19152)$2

Stuff dealing with the horror film genra. (36-Standard)
FUNNY PAGES (Joe Workman, P.O. Box 317025, Dayton, OH 45431)

Two dollars will get you 10 pages worth of many laughs.
One liners, and some art, and long jokes--funny stuff.
FACTSHEET FIVE (Mike Gunderloy, 6 Arizona Ave., Rensselaer
NY 12144-4502)$3.75

Over 100 pages full of reviews of underground sources.
INFOCULT #2 (Johnny Walsh, P.O. Box 3124, East Hampton, NY
11937)$2

Good strange stuff. Exploring hocus-pocus stuff.(24)
LITTLE FREE PRESS (Ernest Mann, Rt. 1 Box 102, Cushing, MN
56443)$.29 (Postage)
Ernest is fighting for all that is just--freedom for all.

OBSCURE (Jim Romenesko, P.O. Box 1334, Milwaukee, WI 53201)
One dollar brings you 10 pages of stuff dealing with

the various people involved in the underground. Wild stuff.
PUSH BUTTON CONTROLLER #l (The EcoFarm,  123 Saratoga Road,
Box 128, Glenville, NY 12302)$3

Pictures, comics, rants, and various interesting stories.
SCRIBBLE UNLIMITED PRESENTS #7 (P.O. Box 415 Rutherford,
NJ 07070)$1

Rants, stories, facts, poems, etc. Different, but fun.
TAP (P.O. Box 20264, Louisville, KY 40250-0264)$2

Nothing fancy, just information to help you out. Mainly
for hackers, phone phreakers and such. Watch out!
TFYS #lO (P.O. Box 22551, Memphis, TN 38122-0551)$2

Spartacus wraps up TFYS with this issue after not being
able to change the world. Intersting stories throughout.

Other zines I received include: Adventures in Monogamy,
Alien Zine #12, The Altruist Mystic #2, ...And When There's
Darkness #5, The Australian Expatriate #9, Badly Drawn Comix
#3, Calvin & Candy #l, Catharsis, Ceasoikoe #ll, CLOT, Comix
Relay, Crosscurrent, Dark Tome #6, Departure #4, Envision Life
Free, FYI #5, For Your Skull, Funhouse Mirror, Hardware, Harsh
Reality Music, K3, Little Skulls Bay-Bee, Marktime  #l, Moon
Magazine, Noisy Concept, No Longer Silent #3, NWIA, The
Obligator, Postcard Examiner, Roller Sports Report, Rough
Draft, They Wont Stay Dead #l3,  The Torch, Twilight of the
Idols #2, The Village Idiot #13, and Weird City #2. I
enjoy them all, and yes, I do read the WHOLE thing. 18







Fear and Loathing in the Land That Time Forqot
--Dave Szurek--

In Summer of 1990, I emigrated from Detroit to the land
where time stood still, a string of Washington small towns
called Gray's Harbor County. Surprisingly primitive and
backward for the era, largely rural and located in the
Columbia Basin, near the Pacific Ocean, bordering on Ore-
gon and isolated from any major Washington cities. Gray's
Harbor's main industries are logging and to a slightly
lesser extent, the maratime vocations, both of which are
economically suffering right now. By rights, that should
make work done at the unemployment and welfare office a
priority. But remember, this is the tough Pacific North-
west settled by macho burly John Wayne impersonators who
don't accept handouts, so no way. Those with jobs in things
like the mental health professions are often looked down
upon as "pencil pushing eggheads" by other than their peers,
and believe it or not-local government still wories about
the Red Menace.(although,  in all fairness, the latter
doesn't seem a major concern of those outside of govern-
ment.)

I reside in the Grays Harbor community of Aberdeen--I
know, you thought that was in Scotland, didn't you?--once
a headquarters of The Wooblies but also of those who per-
secuted and even murdered them, once the home of Native
Americans, but also that of racists who trampled them under-
foot. The Indians left in Gray Harbor frequently take on
the role played by blacks in Detroit. Well, don't get me
too wrong, there are good things and bad things about the
area. One can go out after dark without undue worry over
being mugged or assaulted even in the "poorer" sections,
the "volunteer" spirit is fairly strong which is a good
thing since the government seems to have abdicated it's
social responsibility (and luckily, the volunteers also
seem to be the more left leaning members of the community,
and the almost inescapable sight of hills and rivers is
still breath-taking after all this time.(Unfortunately,  some
sections of Aberdeen, itself, are impractically built on
steep terrain. Scaling hills to visit a friend is not my
idea of fun.) Visually, this is beautiful country.

But whatever one can say good or bad about Gray's Har-
bor County itself, I've developed a severly disturbing
phobia since being here. I know it's a classic "phobia"
(as opposed to the "loose meaning" of the word) because not
only is it more utterly paralyzing than anything else I've
ever known, including items with a real, concrete, tangible
element of jeapordy, but I fully recognize the absurd irra-
tionality. Nor have I been able to analyze it's cause while
personal experience has proven to me that it had not yet been
born as little as a year and a half ago.

I've been in situations where guns were flying around,
witnessed the end of the world while high on LSD, but fear
never struck out as much as crossing bridges over bodies of

I like it when others are in the same boat as I,

that way I know how they feel. --DW 4/24/91

If at first you don't succeed, try a grin.

--Wendy Roque
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water. Doesn't make sense I know, but step foot on one of
those things and as calm and relaxed as I might have been
beforehand, an acute anxiety attack zeros in from out of the
blue. I don't have a vision of anything bad befalling me,
but a sense of overwhelming dread attacks, dizziness overtakes
and in a matter of seconds, the "physical" manifestations
occur: blurring of vision, im-
paired hearing, the feeling that
coordination is vanishing en-
tirely, finally a lack of coop-
eration between mind and body.
Regardless of how strong my re-
solve, the brain says move for-
ward, but my legs either move
backward as if possessing a will
of their own or simply undergo
paralysis, refusing to do any-
thing, whatsoever. My brain
issues the same order again and
the same form of disobediance is the result. I leave the
bridge, generally without crossing it as I can't get that far,
generally walking backwards as that's often the only way I can
ambulate in such a situation and the tension vanishes almost
instantly, the physical symptoms abruptly lift and relaxation
returns, as if the opposite had never been around. Take it
from me--the first time this happened, I was incredibly freak-
ed out! A second later, I tried again. Instant replay! Had
to wait for a bus to show up and transport me across. (Curi-
ously, I do not experience any of the same panic if in a ve-
hicle, no, not even a vague sense of unease.) This has taught
me more than any textbook, the deepest, truest meaning of the
word "phobia." I have tried to conquer this several times,
all to no avail because I've stated, the body shuts down.

In most parts of the country, this complaint would be
relatively small potatoes. The more superficial solution
would be obvious--simply avoid bridges. In Grays Harbor Coun-
ty, however, it is well-high impossible to travel more than a
couple of blocks without encountering one of those structures,
many of them impractically narrow. Little kids fearlessly
drive their bikes across them--people simply hang out on them,
sporadically turning for a casual glance over the side. I
observe and hate them. More annoying is the simplistic atti-
tude of the locals when it is revealed that such a complex
exists. Rationalize the fear away and it's stupid to let it
still exist. Well, maybe it is, but it's unbelievable that
people in the twentieth century still see the issue as all
that black and white. (and yet, I've observed an equally in-
comprehensible collective phobia of inclement weather around
here. Raindrops fall or the temperature drops to 35 F and it
looks like a "crowd panics" scene from a 50's monster movie.)

The phobia has caused me some psychic pain. It has inter-
fered with mobility to some extent and has even cost me one
job prospect. I've had nightmare fantasies of Aberdeen being
evacuated and I unable to get out because in order to do so,
I'd have to cross a bridge. I do not generally thing of

Friends come and go, but enemies accumulate.
--Thomas F. Jones I



myself as a nervous sort, or even consider myself as having
achieved some measure of inner peace (seriously disturbed when
--well, its obvious) and possessing fairly decent powers of
self analysis--most of the time. The root of this phobia has
me totally stumped, however, and to a limited extent, that has
eaten away self-esteem and confidence in my powers on intro-
spection. Could bridges possibly represent Washington in my
sub-conscious? Since I have to live here for at least a little
while longer, I hope not. I have finally submitted to out-
patient psychoanalysis to help me answer the nagging question.
Actually, the shrink suspects this is a delayed reaction to
an automobile accident I had in high school. However, I still
fail to see the connection--the accident didn't occur on a
bridge, by the way--and besides, it doesn't ring true.

8. The Lion Gate after the restoration of its facade. Through
the gate can be seen Wall H and the Ramp I which led to the

Palace

#5 (How to Survive)
#4 (Nothing is Sacred)

 pamphlets
(Null, Blackwall, Void)

l Postcards (5)
l MiniPoster  

$1 each Postpaid

RESIDENT
2288 Hawk

Simi Valley CA 93065

Revised golden rule #2 Those who have the gold
make the rules.

Speak the truth, but leave immediately after.
--Slovenian proverb
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Ritual de Habitual
--Dan Wright--

When was the last tine you heard the truth? I mean the real
truth and not some twisted tale in a bias way? The answer is,
strangely enough, not very often and if for sane reason you do
not believe me then your only lying to yourself. We all lie
to ourselves to keep us going from day to day. "Tomorrow will
be different." "It's not my fault." "Things can't get any worse."
"You'll be alright." "Its ok, trust me."

Everyday we trick ourselves into thinking things will be
different or will only get better. Sometimes they do and some-
tines they don't. It is unfortunate that we hide behind the
truth and build our society up on lies because then we have to
keep on lying to keep everything together. We hide our feel-
ings, our fears, our failures and everything that could consider
us a "bad" person in societies eyes.

Lets cover it up or pretend it never existed and people will
never know about it thus everybody will be happy. That is the
wrong attitude to take because once the covering up starts deeper
holes have to be dug to cover up the new stuff. We dig our own
hole by not exposing the truth ourselves and when someone else
discoveries our lies they bury us right in the hole we duq. Un-
fortunately the lies don't always get caught and the crime con-
tinues to build.

Where does everything come together then? Why are things this
way and will they ever change?

Everything seems to cone together when man evolved. Natural
process of evolution, aliens, or did God bring us here? The
answer to that will go unanswered for eternity I'm afraid, but
at least were here--right?

So we are here on this planet we call Earth and we "evolve,"
cities get built and we end up where we are today, with 5+ billion
people and a shitty-ass life for most. A few have horded the
wealth, depriving others and telling lies while their at it.

What man has done is to create structure out of chaos--some-
thing out of nothing. We get up, take a shower, eat breakfast,
go to work, work, come home, eat dinner, go out, watch TV, and
sleep. Day after day after day. Living it is called to some
and working to others. Everything seems to boil down to one
thing--rituals. Do something in a certain way and you have a
ritual. Doing this ritual over and over again until you can't
stop and you have a habit. Our society is so "structured" that
these rituals that turn into habits are common place.

By a habit I mean something that is done quite often and can
not be stopped easily. Some common habits are: Smoking, biting
finger or toe nails, cracking knuckles, gambling, drinking alcohol,
and so on. These are quite "bad" habits but are nothing compared
to the obscure ones many have had and do have.

Sometimes a habit will get so out of hand it becomes an obses-
sion and people who are unfortunate enough to "possess" this have
a disease known as the Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD). NEXT->

What the hell happened to the good ole music review section?
Sorry to say it but it was deep-sixed--at least for this
issue due to lack of white space. The artist that would have
been review include: The Band of Holy Joy, Camouflage, Dead
Kennedys, Depeche Mode, Edie Brickell & New Bohemians,
Madonna, The Meatmen, Nena, and XTC. Ten albums would have
been reviewed. The most outstanding album (single acutally)
would have gone to the Band of Holy Joy--TACTLESS. This is
the kind of music review many of you probably enjoy. Short
and Sweet. 2 4



And as Bush (on SNL) would say--It's BAD!
Hand washing is the most promenient example. A person who

has OCD will spend literally hours a day washing their hands
if that is the habit they are luckly enough to "possess."
Always feeling like you have to take a shit, doing thigs in
a certain order, or anything that seems to be "obscure" and
burn tons of time that can not be easily controlled fits this
OCD categorization. More people have this disease than we
realize simply because society shuns this.

The fat, ugly, crippled, compulsive and on and on are
all the things we are not exposed to. Ever see any "fat"
or "ugly" newscasters or models or actors for that matter that
are not funny? Things are driven home in such a way that we
begin to see everything this way. Sad but true to most. If
you keep being feed shit until its coming out your ass pretty
soon your going to accept it as something thats good because
you will have no other choice.

It all boils down to a ritual that is pushed so hard that
it becomes a habit. Once a habit it is out of our control and
we start accepting it because of course we can not contol it.
We see beauty as it is taught to us, "pretty" as we learned it
from TV, school, friends, and parents.

Stress, nerves, deadlines, and mmoney (or lack of) control us
in this world of structure. Control it if you can, but accept
it you will.

We are born good and learn evil. Look around, what do you
see? Is everyone living in harmony or are we pretending to be
this way? Who's happy? You, me, anyone? Does the world really
end when we die? Will things ever get better? Do only the
greedy and powerful survive? What ever the case all we have to
do is think they way WE want to. Control yourself and the habits
will disappear. Grab on with both hands and hold tight, cause a
little chaos and everything will be alright. Who knows, we all
might start to enjoy "life" again when we step forward and move
ahead--but at our own pace.

--Dangerous times are these, but not more dangerous than that
which awaits us--

Everybodys always looking in the other direction.
--DW 4/21/91
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ARE WE HEADING TOWARDS A POLICY OF NATIONAL INSANITY? --Rabbi Jacob
IF WE ARE: LET'S END THE MADNESS!!!!! Feuerwerker--

Something is becoming very wrong in the national psyche. There are many
people from the middle-class that are recommending that our national "leaders"
take actions, that if implemented would lead this nation down the road to
nnazism and fascism or perhaps worse!

In the past 30 or so years: There has been an average of slightly over
a 1000 laws passed a year, in net increases, that greatly reduce a citizen's
rights and immunities, as specified by our national constitution and our
common-law rights that our revolutionary forefathers fought for at the time
of the revolt against King George III.

Granted: As the world becomes more crowded, there will be a need for
more laws and better enforcement of the laws. But do we need so many laws?
While I'm not recommending a return to 1958; would it be possible to have
a lot more order with a lot less laws? I believe yes! But even more dis-
turbing then the huge increase in laws, is the draconian bend of enforcement.
[FYI In 620 BC Athens Greece wanted to build a better legal system so they
appointed a man by the name of Draco to collect the laws of the land. He
did so and discovered many of the penalties were harsh so Draconian Laws
became known as harsh laws (laws with stiff penalties).]

Asside  from the huge net increase of restrictive laws there has been,
in the past 10 years, a huge increase in judical and prosecutorial practices
that have resulted in this country leading the world in the rate of incar-
ceration. These practices include participating and allowing fraud and
perjury, when committed by the state. Allowing unlawful searches and
seizures, along with the inherent increased risk of "planted evidence."
Even coerced confessions are now allowed.

Middle-Class America; wake up! Money used for prisons can't be used
for schools. The taxpayers, you, are stretched to the limit. Prisons and
death-sentances are not the answer. Since 1987 the "crime rate" has been
going up AGAIN. While there are many theories for the temporary decreases
in the "crime rate" from 1978-1986, including demography and increased
imprisonment, along with increased potential sentences for the "crimes."
With the dramatic increase in violent crimes since 1987; obviously the
factor of punishment is irrelvent in the minds of "potential criminals."
The recommended answers to our officials and the leaders of many pressure
groups, is akin to adding poison in larger doses to effect a cure.

More poison never cures anything. Prisons are an experiment that
failed! Especially in this country. Increasing the "net of incarcera-
tion" by making more "offenses" punishable by incarceration is only going
to create a more violent society.

Are there answers? There are! They are cheap and easy to implement.
First: The common citizen must be given the right 2 defend & protect them-
selves, their loved ones and their property. A criminal bent on violating
a citizen must expect to receive a strong and immediate reaction from
their potential victim. I'm not advocating "vigilante justice," rather
I'm advocating on-site justice. Second: Governments must get out of
family life except for obvious cases of violent child and spousal abuse.
This includes getting out of the marriage and divorce business. This is
a matter for the religious bodies to determine for their believers. For
nonbelievers marriage can be a matter of contracts. With difficulties
upon seperation, including child support, to be determined by a regular
trial, in front of a jury if the parties so desire, in civil court rather

.
Were not insane--were from New Jersey. --Madhouse
Never trouble trouble until trouble troubles you.

--Ward (Leave it to Beaver)
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This is in spite of the highest amount spent per student and percentage
of GNP for education in the industrialized world.

Finally our liability laws must be overhalled. Starting with product
liability and medical malpractice. These should be limited to knowingly
cause harm. Isn't it strange that lawyers who are so active in litigat-
ing against other professions and trades, supposedly for our benefit,
hold themselves immune from the same forms of malpractice they hold others
liable? The perfidy of this: that judges who are also lawyers, go along
with immunities for lawyers. The lawyer monopoly on our "justice system,"
both civil and criminal, must be broken along some part of the process.
On the other hand: our keepers and enforcers of the laws must be held
fully accountable for the whole weight of the law. Just yesterday
(4/24/91) they showed a cop found guilty of felonious assult receive a
one year suspended sentence. Yet in Ohio; the average citizen would be
facing three to ten years of incarceration for the same offense. Is this
JUSTICE? Do we hire and elect government officials to serve and protect
us, or to harass and terrorize us?

These are issues that transcend politics. These are issues that are
vital to the survival of life of freedom in this country. Without rapid
needed reforms we can slide into fascism. It is already worse here then
the Germany of 1928. Americans of all races and religions must get to-
gether to intelligently save this nation. Otherwise we will split into
an abyss of which a demogogue will take over in a dictatorship. Even
worse, we might end up with a dictatorship of a saprophytic class of
lawyers and paper pushers.

--True scams that surround our lives

--Every man, woman, and child in the US generates four (4)
pounds of trash a day. (National Geographic May '91)

--Every sunday  more than 500,000 trees are used to produce
88% of the newspapers that are never recycled.

--We throw away enough glass bottles and jars to fill the
1350 foot twin towers (World Trade Center in NY) every
two (2) weeks.

--American consumers and industry throw away enough aluminum
to rebuild our entire commercial air fleet every 3 months.

--Odds of dying in an airplane crash 1/700,000
--Saw near a honor society Barbecue: "$1 donations requested."
--The national debt is 3.5 trillion and rising.
--Republicans are thanking Reagan for beefing up our national
defense so we could destroy a third world country--IRAQ.

--On US Army commercial "Freedom isn't Free."
--In Ohio the Prison library ordered 200 ribbons for some
Panasonic typewriters they don't even have.

--The government has satellites that have resolutions of
1x1 foot and possibly less while the best technology the
commercial sector has to offer is 10x10 meters (SPOT)
which will be launched sometime soon by that company that
is really helping the military pollute space--yea, NASA!

The show "America's Funniest Home Videos," a 30
minute program, contains only 10 minutes of videos.
What a shitter huh.
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Experiments in Danqer-2/23/90

Around the time I was to enter High School
(1984) I did all sorts of exciting things. Two
of the most dangerous items I played around
with included model rockets and fireworks. See-
ing stuff fly in the air and things exploding
fascinated me [no comment on the Space Shuttle
disaster though] so rockets and fireworks were
two of my favorite hobbies at the time.

Most of the time I would buy rockets since

necessity
I never had success making my own. The main

for a model rocket is the engine--which could be pur-
chased in a pack of 3 or 4 for about $4.00. With the engines
being as expensive a whole rocket kit costs added up quickly.
To make things cost effective I decided to make my own rockets
out of newspaper and cardboard. I would either use a paper
towel roll (Bounty) or make my own tube using papier-mache and
a pipe of copper tubing, these cylinderical (almost) items provided
me with an adequate body tube for the rocket. After making or
finding a body, and a roll of paper towels was not easy to dispose
of, I cut some cardboard wings out of old boxes lying about. The
final touch was of course a nose-cone made of, what else, "tin-
foil." Shortly after the rocket was completed I would mount
the engine--this is where the paper towels and lots of glue would
come in handy to wedge the engine in snug. Once everything was
done I found an open space, which was easily found in my neigh-
borhood at the time, and proceed to launch. FIVE, FOUR, screwit 
...Blast-off.

Occasionally I made a rocket that flew straight, but most of
the time they did loops or something rockets were not supposed
to do. Anyhow, after shooting off so many rockets you realize
the cost adds up--even if you do build your own rockets--so
what I decided to do next was build my own engines. [I only did
this after seeing an ad claiming one could build their own model
rocket engines for pennies, write to such and such--I did.]

At the time I was also into fireworks so I always had some
bottle rockets laying around. A friend (Jose) and I decided to
create an engine using bottle rockets since both engines worked
on the same principles--gunpowder. We got an old engine shell and
a dozen or so bottle rockets and filled the engine up about half
to three-quarters the way. We then sealed the gunpowder in with
the help of hot wax [which is probably pretty dangerous consider-
ing we had a flame within 6 inches of this engine] and let the
engine set for a bit. We had created an engine at a fraction of
the cost--since a gross of moon traverlers  sold for about the
same price as a 3 pack of engines. This was economics in full
action, before this "invention" it was my parents money which
probably kept ESTES in business that year.

We made a rocket and decided to test our engine in Jose's
front yard. "Ready? ...  3..2..1" the rocket blasted off and
traveled amongst the clouds--it had worked. Man did it work,
although the rocket didn't go very high (75-150ft) we had creat-
ed an engine. After that I realized I could make engines at a
fraction of the cost--and reuse the shell. The only problem we

Put that thing away. --DW 413191
Why put more holes in a boat thats already sinking?

--DW (4/8/91)

There is no tomorrow! --Apollo Creed (Rocky 3)  36



had was that the engine would not eject the parachute, so if you 
couldn't catch then you ran the risk of damaging your rocket.

Since the first rocket didn't go very high--possibly be-
cause of using cheap Moon Traverler bottle rockets--I decided
to use a more powerful type of gun powder, Whistling bottle
rocket powder. This "white power" was much stronger than the
normal "black" gun powder I was use to--humm.

That night I unloaded about 4-5 of the whistling bottle rock-
ets into an old engine shell, packed it, included a wick and
sealed it with hot wax. The next day I was ready to test the
new engine but unfortunately Jose was not home so I knocked on
another friends door (Seth) and asked if I could borrow his
launcher. He said yes, but I had to launch it in his front
yard. We set up the rocket and Seth his father and I decided
to see the rocket sail. I lit the fuse, backed off about 20
feet and waited and then it happened. KABOOM! The rocket
exploded with such force my ears were ringing. When everything
settled down we found parts of the rocket most of which were
bitty pieces and the launch rod that was used to guide the rock-
et off the launch pad was pretty much looking like a shoe lace--
no definition (Bent bad buddy).

It was really funny anyhow although any of us could have
easily been injured not to forget we never found a small hollow
rod that holds the launch plate. I guess that Seth's dad
thought I was a nut, but that would only be speculating. Since
that time I saw Seth less and less and do not recall going over
to see him in about six years.

After that day I realized something important. I couldn't
make rocket engines from bottle rockets but I sure as hell could
make one mighty explosive. I think I only made about three of
those "M-100's" I called them after the Seth's rocket launcher
was blown to hell. It was kind of amusing in a way because I
would denotate these mini bombs down a trail near my house and
the explosion would echo in the apartment complex across the
canal. One of the detonations I decided to test the "bombs"
strength so I placed half a cinder block over the bomb, lit the
fuse, halled ass then turned around just in time to see and hear
the explosion--KABOOM. I saw a puff of white smoke and then
would hear a hellatious explosion. Of course I would laugh be-
cause it was always funny. Sure enough when I checked the cinder
block it was in a couple pieces so from then on I decided not
to make any more of those "mini-bombs."

I figured making anything that powerful would probably come
back to harm me someday so I decided to stick with firecrackers
and shooting bottle rockets out of a pipe.
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useful info
TRIANON
P.O. Box 3273
Stamford, Conn.
06905-0273
[Film & Television
publications (star
photos)]

LAST GASP
2180 BRYANT Street

CARTOON-ART
26903 West Eight Mile Rd.
Detroit, MI 48240
[Course cost $15.00] 

TRADEMARKS
Commissioner of
Patents & Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231
(703) 557-3158
[TRADEMARKS]

San Francisco, CA 94110
[Catalog of comics n stuff] Copyright Office

Library of Congress
Washington, D.C. 20559

THOMAS PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 33244
Austin, TX 78764
(512) 832-0355
[The p.i. catalog,
investigative stuff] 

(202) 707-9100
[Ask for form TX and
Copyright Basics Circular 1]

Bud Plant's Comic Art Update
P.O. Box 1689
Grass Valley, CA 95945
[Catalog of comics n stuff]

Attenth  Animators!
Do you want to see your film in a

future show? 50% of the profits  are
returned to the filmmakers!

write us at:
Expended Entertainment

P.O. Box 25547
Los Angeles, CA 90025

BRAIN TEASER ANSWERS
1. Just 2--one on each side.
2. How about: Gross UnderSTATEMENT
3. Yes--1986$  is $2 more than 1984$.
4. O--A hole contains air not soil.
5. Walk on all fours.
6. UnderGROUND  MAGAZlNE,  i.e. Fathoms Below
7. $9.96 not $9.33. Don't use the 15-16 ratio method

because these are circular pizzas, use ¶r2 ratio.
16-inch  price = $8.75x (162/152) 38
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